[Current aspects of chemotherapy of sexually transmitted viral diseases].
In recent years, among all sexually transmitted infectious agents, viral infections were indisputably at the head. In this group, genital herpes is one of the substantial infections. Acyclovir, valcyclovir and famcyclovir are the compounds applied in the treatment of Herpes simplex infections. In the therapy with an application of alternative drugs, the possibility of foscarnet should be inquired. These drugs have precise documentation on an application in the treatment of herpetic symptoms of acute infections. However, they do not influence, in radical way, the prevention of relapse of the disease. In spite of their universal and generally accessible application, they also do not influence the interruption of transmission of infection. It seems, that in the nearest perspective, there are hopes associated with introduction of effective and active immunization or, less probable, an introduction of the drug or method of the treatment terminating latency.